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Me Too Fluid Motion Plus®
We spend a great deal of our lives sitting, despite our
anatomy dictates otherwise. Sitting comfort and support
are increasingly important due to the prevalence of
musculoskeletal disorders. They are also associated with
several risk biomarkers of cardio-metabolic health. A fully
adjustable task chair of solutions may help with minimizing
the risk of suffering these disturbances.
Prolonged seated working presents several problems for
physical health; the neck, shoulders, arms and legs.
Sitting may be inevitable; so is coming up with answers
to minimize fatigue. Me Too is highly adjustable;
Fluid Motion Plus® mechanism, and other solutions are
featured in the fully adjustable arms, front-tilt, optional
lumbar and neck supports and in the seat slide. Fabric,
leather or eco-leather seating; leather or open mesh
backrest is available options.
Me Too has 25 degrees backrest tilt capacity , and it may be
locked in 4 different positions. In addition to Fluid Motion®
mechanism, Fluid Motion Plus® has a 8 degree front-tilt
and seat slide features. During the back tilt, the seat moves
about 2.7/1, and Me Too offers a balanced protection of the
distance between the lower back and sitting surface.
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Supports freedom of movement and promotes dynamic
sitting.
70 cm base diameter to assure stability against tipping
over.
Castor wheel options for soft and hard floor use.
Features two types of locking wheel mechanisms for
increased safety: “Locked when loaded’ and “locked
when unloaded’.

Me Too’s high quality and safety standards have been
approved internationally by GS Certification from LGA
(Landesgewerbeanstalt Bayern) Institute.

Design by Nurus D Lab
Always up-to-date with science and technology, Nurus D
Lab designs products that are ahead of their time. Through
human-centered observation, prototyping and in respect
to trending needs and dreams, the team works diligently.
Coming up with meaningful and reflective design solutions
only marks the start of the process: From strategy to launch
and support, D Lab manages it all. Each detail is attended
and tested through at the advanced level.

DIMENSIONS (mm)

Dimensions defined in millimeters.
Materials
Frame comes with black and light gray color options; PP legs comply with the frame color. Also available with aluminum
base. Upholstery is available in different materials.*
Upholstery
Seat upholstery available in fabric, leather and eco-leather. Backrest is available in mesh and leather.*
*Please refer to technical document.
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